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Alternative-acoustic style, expressing the thoughts of the human experience of following after the Living

God. Influenced by the sounds of Delirious? and U2. 12 MP3 Songs ROCK: Acoustic, ROCK: Modern

Rock Details: Gone Too Far? is a set of 12 songs that attempt to express the Place where it seems that

the safe and unsafe are one and the same. The songs on this album were written over a period of time

between 1999 - 2002. Each song holds within itself a different flavor of taste. Although they were created

with different sounds and formed through various life experiences, they all hold one common purpose...

And that is to reveal the true need of each person's heart, Jesus Christ, and the redemption he has

accomplished for us. This is where we as humans find life that cannot be stolen or taken away from us.

Where we find what we were truly meant to live for. And ultimately, that we have a hope that is far beyond

what we or any other human can achieve on our own. This hope becomes real and personal when we

have a justified understanding that we aren't meant to overcome this world on our own, but to follow the

lead of one who already has. As we believe and speak this truth, our hearts and minds begin to change

and our eyes are opened to true meaning in life. The question "Gone Too Far?" is birthed from a holy

longing to understand the intertwined connection between the eternal and the temporal. It is created from

the human struggle of following after the Living God. It is knowing that I've seen too much of the Truth to

turn back now. Gone Too Far? was recorded between September 2002 and January 2003.
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